CWAH APPLICATION
AFFILIATED SENIOR SCHOLARS and VISITING SCHOLARS

The Center for Women in the Arts and Humanities welcomes individuals who have demonstrated excellence in feminist scholarship in any field related to the arts and humanities to request affiliation as either an Affiliated Senior Scholar or Visiting Scholar.

Eligibility:
Applicants should be an affiliate in good standing with an institution of note, such as a university, museum, or institute, or a distinguished professional in their field.

All scholars have access to the following benefits:
1. Letter of Affiliation
2. Library privileges at all Rutgers University Libraries
3. Permission for campus research visit
4. One (or more) scheduled lectures, or class/student engagements
5. The use of this affiliation for grant applications (If CWAH serves as fiscal agent, we are required to reserve some funds for administrative overhead)
6. Access to Rutgers faculty and staff doing research on women and gender, and the many programs, lectures, and cultural events related to women in the arts and humanities

Conditions:
1. Becoming an affiliated scholar of the Center for Women in the Arts and Humanities does not include the scholar being provided a stipend, regular pay, health benefits, travel support, or long-term accommodations.
2. At least one campus visit is required for Visiting Scholars. One campus visit is preferred for Senior Scholars. Campus visits: to be determined by CWAH and individual scholars.

Application:
There is no application form. Please email the following materials:
1. CV
2. A brief proposal that outlines the specific objectives, methodology, timeline, and proposed outcomes
3. Preferred dates of affiliation (appointments are either for a semester or full academic year and subject to renewal)

Email to: womenart@cwah.rutgers.edu

* Individuals practicing in their fields 20+ years can be considered as a Senior Scholar.